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By Geoff Hancock

Createspace, United States, 2013. Paperback. Condition: New. Tom J Hancock (illustrator).
Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. An hilarious comedy.If you like
Tom Sharpe you ll love this! Charles Wilson is a furniture maker and restorer who together with
three other tradesmen, have found themselves monopolised by a mutual wealthy client, Frank
Knight. Frank Knight is a self confessed picky bastard who fusses to the nth degree over details.
dado rails are screwed in more positions than a porn star; leaving more holes to fill than the site of
The St. Valentine s Day Massacre. Frank is the family firm s accountant, and unknown to his father,
devotes more energy into squirrelling company funds into what he believes are valuable paintings
and antique furniture, and other personal assets; not to mention improvements to his family pile.
Friction develops when one of the tradesmen spends more on his mobile selling his detcting finds.
The atmosphere is only made worse by the disappearance of a large amount of cash, and the
subsequent cloud of suspicion. The proverbial hits the fan when Frank s wife Nisha takes matters
into her own hands. Just to add to Charles problems,...
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ReviewsReviews

Merely no words to spell out. It is amongst the most awesome publication i have read. Your life span will likely be transform as soon as you full reading this
book.
-- Marvin Okuneva-- Marvin Okuneva

Completely among the best publication I have got at any time go through. I have got go through and so i am confident that i will likely to read again once
more down the road. It is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Zachery Mertz-- Zachery Mertz
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